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A MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER OF SECRET AGENT - THE YEAR IN REVIEW
PAUL OSBORNE

2012 continued the trend of a relatively flat market.  Improved auction 
clearances didn't show improvement in pricing for the year, but rather 
an acceptance by owners of flat price conditions.  Meeting the buyer 
was essential for many owners in order to obtain a sale, yet we did not 
see a year of no change at all.  Instead, 2012 has seen the rise of the 
Pareto effect. 

The Pareto Principle, also known as the 80/20 rule, means the law of 
the few prospered throughout 2012.  We could break down the ratio 
to 95/5 for the Melbourne property market. That is, 5% of the homes 
transacted in 2012 sold extremely well.  

The market has also priced a higher emphasis on quality offerings.  
Homes that have been renovated to a high standard (design and 
building construction) and have generally been 'move in' rather than 
the ‘tinker and renovate’ type, have enjoyed a greater market appeal.

The un-renovated delight of 2010 is facing challenging times, unless in 
a spectacular position - C'est la vie!

The old adage of spending less on renovations to avoid 'over 
capitalising' is set to change. By avoiding over capitalising, we 
encounter many boring renovations in Melbourne that haven't 
pursued quality, or the art of good design, and this is hurting those 
home owners seeking to liquidate their asset.  By trying to avoid over 
capitalisation, homeowners are in fact increasing their chances of 
doing so.

All of the above means that the market is paying strong premiums for 
well crafted inner city homes and specific apartments.  It's a double 
edged sword - if the design doesn't excite, it backfires.  However, we 
believe that it is worth the risk for home owners who are considering 
renovations to push the boundaries and invest in quality construction 
in 2013. 

For the top end market with flawed renovations, it was another harsh 
year. Bidder depth was often non-existent and discounting was 
required to sell these homes. 

First time buyer activity was low in the inner city; this was showcased 
by a weaker market for entry point terraces in many of the suburbs 
within 6km radius of the CBD, that we track.  

New apartments continued to saturate the market - with a 
combination of discounting and developers struggling to obtain 
finance - setting this up for a tough arena for 2013. 

Warehouses - both raw and converted - were a housing style 
that continued to show strong demand. The idea of Manhattan 
in Melbourne matched the trend of coffee shops sprouting in any 
available disused warehouse left in inner Melbourne. 

Art Deco apartments continued to increase in desire and price across 
many inner city locations, as did period family homes (Victorian,  
Federation and Edwardian) with quality renovations. 

Notable suburbs of demand included Collingwood and Abbotsford, as 
well as North Fitzroy for true landmark sales.  North Fitzroy had strong 
price growth throughout the year, contradicting much of the market. 
The double fronted family home market in Northcote kicked for the 
last 6 months of 2012, mainly thanks to escalating prices in North 
Fitzroy - pushing families across the border.  

South Melbourne also experienced some landmark sales, while 
suburbs such as Yarraville and Seddon had stimulating markets that 
would have made many Eastern suburb property owners envious.  

Welcome to the final edition of 'The Secret Agent Report' for 2012: our Christmas edition. In this report, we cover some of the notable results that 
helped shape and define the year of 2012.

How would 2012 be defined?
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Evolutionary biologists clash in their beliefs between Punctuated 
Equilibrium (period of stasis/stillness then rapid evolutionary 
change) and Phyletic Gradualism (slow gradual/incremental changes 
in evolution over time). In terms of Melbourne property, we believe 
that the market will sit in a position of stasis - one of stillness with not 
much change.  In specific markets, we think there will be changes.  
New apartments and new homes could continue to see home prices 
slide, while on the other hand, quality period  propositions will 
continue to be more highly sought after in 2013. 

Interest rates will help to create this stasis phase in the market. High 
interest rates act as a 'creative destruction' in tougher economic 
times, especially those suburbs more highly leveraged in the market. 
Prices could fall further and allow maxim opportunity for buyers.  
Traditionally, low rates mean lower turnover for 2013;  2012 has 
already been a year that has seen shrinking turnover for the inner 
city. The situation could lead to more owners not needing to sell, and 
buyers not desperate to get into the market. 

•	 Art Deco style will continue its rise and become the most sought after period style
•	 Family homes with good separation of space (see below on open plan) 
•	 Architecture that embraces functionality first, followed by form and quality
•	 Boutique inner city apartments on one level without stairs
•	 Outlook and aspects will become more important
•	 Orientations that benefit from natural light
•	 Un-renovated places should bounce back as long as they are solid structures
•	 North Melbourne and West Melbourne
•	 Locations that are geared to lifestyle benefits - the return of the inner city village. 

WHAT WILL BE HIGHLY SOUGHT AFTER IN 2013 (BASED ON TRENDS OF 2012):

•	 Double fronted period homes with quality renovations
•	 North facing backyards
•	 Art Deco Units
•	 North Fitzroy
•	 Warehouse + Loft conversions
•	 Gertude Street
•	 Quality
•	 Single level units in small,  well crafted developments
•	 Quality 1 bedroom apartments

•	 Awkward floor plans
•	 Main road properties
•	 New apartments 
•	 Townhouses (5 - 15 years of age and showing their wear) 
•	 Entry point singe fronted terraces
•	 60's and 70's style apartments softened slightly
•	 Apartments with more than two flights of stairs
•	 Conservative renovations

WHAT WAS HOT IN 2012: WHAT WAS SOFT IN 2012:

2013 may start off robustly, yet will most likely flatten as the year 
progresses forward.  Job security,  a slowing economy and the China 
factor will all be carefully monitored by the population and help 
increase/decrease confidence depending on the metrics. 

Boom times often see strong credit growth, however, we are 
experiencing a de-leveraging in the economy.  Prospective buyers 
borrowing less will mean price growth across the board will be 
impossible, unless further interest rate cuts stimulate. However, this 
looks unlikely.
 
Expect to see the rise of downsizers in 2013.  The trend of empty 
nesters selling suburban homes and compacting up will most likely 
accelerate, moving closer into town or toward the coast. 

2013 looms to be a year with mixed results. When in doubt - seek 
quality!

Where to for 2013?
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Table 2: Properties on Market - A 3 Month Comparison

Apartments Houses

Oct Nov Dec Oct Nov Dec

Docklands 301 294 328 5 - -

Melbourne N/A 841 884 N/A - -

Southbank 299 311 299 - - 4

Brunswick 81 89 89 34 34 41

Brunswick East 36 40 42 13 9 7

Carlton 194 199 198 5 4 6

Carlton North 6 7 11 15 22 16

Clifton Hill 3 4 3 9 12 10

Collingwood 29 24 23 9 10 12

Fitzroy 25 19 26 15 6 11

Fitzroy North 19 13 15 20 21 17

Northcote N/A 47 61 N/A 46 63

North Melbourne 98 99 91 13 11 14

Parkville 25 14 24 9 7 7

Princes Hill - - - - - -

Abbotsford 35 40 34 9 5 10

Burnley - - - - - -

Cremorne - - - - 1 -

East Melbourne 32 28 34 8 6 7

Hawthorn 134 142 148 25 29 40

Prahran 98 92 97 27 24 28

Richmond 92 97 109 57 60 73

South Yarra 247 271 267 32 28 36

Albert Park 13 13 15 31 30 28

Middle Park 5 8 6 13 9 11

Port Melbourne 92 95 92 30 25 29

South Melbourne 75 77 77 18 19 24

Flemington 13 17 18 8 5 11

Kensington 34 9 33 15 19 25

Travancore 34 32 31 2 4 3

West Melbourne 25 5 26 5 5 5

Data collected on the 1st of each month respectively, in 2012. This table includes Student Housing Apartments. N/A refers to 
periods when no data was collected for the suburb. A dash indicates zero available properties.

The selling push started later into 2012, as home owners were cautious to observe fellow neighbours and their results before going to market. 

Apartments for sale have increased in the CBD and Docklands over the past few months as further projects being completed increase the supply. 
Richmond, South Melbourne, Hawthorn and Kensington have seen a greater choice of homes available for selection over December,  while East 
Melbourne,  Albert Park,  North Fitzroy and Parkville have seen little change in stock selection over the past quarter for houses. 

AVAILABLE PROPERTIES ON THE MARKET
A 3 MONTH COMPARISON
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UNDERQUOTING - THE '10% RULE' ANALYSED
THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECT WITH ALL THINGS PROPERTY IS ADVERTISED QUOTING  
- NO QUESTION.

Public assumption is that property is constantly underquoted.  At Secret Agent, we wanted to dive a little more 
deeply and ask the following questions:

•	 What suburbs are the best and worst performers when it comes to quoting accuracy?
•	 Why are these suburbs being quoted correctly or incorrectly?
•	 The 10% rule.  Many prospective buyers will add 10% to a publicly advertised price.  Is this assertion accurate?
•	 How can improvement be made in the way property is priced?

The Study

We analysed 324 public auctions within 28 key inner city suburbs of Melbourne. The housing stock consisted of 
180 houses with the remaining being apartment sales.

Quoting prices can often alter throughout a marketing campaign.  We recorded the quoted range one day before 
auction. This was then compared to the eventual sales price on the day, or the reserve price revealed in the case 
of the property 'passing in' at auction. 

By using this method,  we were able to use a high amount of data (324 auctions) to establish our findings.  The 
collection period was from the 15th September - 24th November. 

The Results

When analysing either a sale price or a reserve price, in the event of a failed auction, Secret Agent found that 78% 
of property advertised in the inner Melbourne market would be classified as being under-quoted using our testing 
rules. 

An interesting comparison was between the two suburbs of Brunswick and Richmond.  These suburbs both 
experience a high turnover, and most agencies will quote publicly.  Brunswick (40 sales with publicly listed 
quoted ranges) on average was underquoted by 4.51% compared to Richmond (70 sales) experienced an average 
underquoting of 9.57%. This is substantial for Richmond, a market that has not been as robust as previous years 
due to softer market conditions. 

Another area that seems to have consistent underquoted prices is Abbotsford. Eight out of eight sales were 
underquoted, usually by around 10.43%.
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Table 1: Inner Melbourne Underquote Study

Number of  
quoted sales 

collected
Number of 

underquotes

Percentage 
of properties 
underquoted

Average 
Quote Price

Average  
underquote 

value

Average
percentage 

underquoted 
by

Melbourne 15 9 60% $445,333 $30,444 7%

Southbank 1 1 100% $472,500 $22,000 4%

Brunswick 40 32 80% $624,350 $39,556 5%

Brunswick East 8 7 88% $635,625 $42,600 7%

Carlton 15 10 67% $632,167 $147,125 9%

Carlton North 15 12 80% $1,016,667 $132,318 9%

Clifton Hill 13 10 77% $1,011,538 $99,800 8%

Collingwood 8 6 75% $772,500 $62,500 9%

Fitzroy 9 4 44% $652,222 $89,500 8%

Fitzroy North 10 9 90% $929,500 $89,357 5%

Northcote 15 12 80% $761,333 $85,444 9%

North Melbourne 10 9 90% $662,500 $53,000 5%

Parkville 5 5 100% $798,000 $100,000 5%

Princes Hill 1 1 100% $1,540,000 $102,000 6%

Abbotsford 8 8 100% $576,250 $79,000 10%

East Melbourne 5 4 80% $810,000 $425,000 12%

Hawthorn 10 8 80% $485,000 $29,000 7%

Prahran 13 11 85% $674,615 $36,650 5%

Richmond 70 63 90% $637,557 $94,875 10%

South Yarra 8 8 100% $643,750 $105,000 7%

Middle Park 2 2 100% $790,000 $7,500 5%

Port Melbourne 3 3 100% $693,333 $115,000 8%

South Melbourne 7 5 71% $536,428 $380,000 13%

Flemington 12 4 33% $552,083 $30,000 6%

Kensington 14 7 50% $591,429 $10,700 2%

Travancore 4 2 50% $472,500 $18,500 4%

West Melbourne 3 1 33% $736,667 $40,000 7%

Table compiled from data collected over September, October and November 2012. This table does not include Student Housing Apartments. 
All figures are rounded to show zero decimal places.

The Challenge

The auction system creates a great way to establish an indication of market value. Pricing is often worked out 
over the course of a marketing campaign, based on public interest. This constant feedback during a marketing 
cycle informs the owner of the likely selling price. 

When appointing an agent, sellers often want more than the market is willing to pay. Eager to win business, an 
agent will tread lightly on pricing, knowing that motivations are more important than initial expectation.  If they 
want to sell they will have to meet the market.  A vendor will have competition in the market: other listings.  
Quote a price too highly and another similar property will capture their potential interested buyer; quote too low 
and the property has the entire market at its door seeing extreme value.  

Under-quoting is a growing trend. It has been relatively successful in delivering outcomes for vendors in good 
markets even if it is ethically dubious. However, irregular quoting does create inefficient markets.  It forces many 
potential buyers onto the few well-priced properties, and leaves many homes short of interest. 
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Trust 

Markets work best when trust levels are high in the system. A lack of trust will cause inefficiency and delay rather 
than a smooth market. 

Trust is often an issue with traditional real estate agencies. They can be habitually seen as untrustworthy by both 
seller and buyer.  So the situation works a little bit like this: vendor calls agent and appoints them to sell their 
house. Vendor refuses to tell them why they are selling and what their reserve price is.  A buyer talks to the agent 
and adds 10% onto any price the agent stipulates. 

If an agent quoted a property accurately, he might hurt his client’s chances of a sale.  These beliefs by the market 
are now so entrenched, they are hard to shake. 

Abstraction

Real Estate works into the abstraction.  At the extreme end you have the sale of Art, which is completely abstract. 
Value is judged truly in the eye of the beholder or with the help of some form of social proof.

Almost without abstraction is a term deposit investment.  You know exactly what you are getting into, and your 
return on investment equals ‘x.’ 

Real Estate falls somewhere in the middle, and sometimes, even closer to the 'Art' market end of abstraction.  
Real estate is a once off.   For this very reason, real estate can be incredibly difficult to appraise and value. 

Art Critic Robert Hughes said, "In Art, a fair price is what you think you can get".  Selling a house is not too 
different. We are dealing in the area of ones environment, habitat and home.  The emotion involved is another 
factor aiding unpredictable results. 

How to solve this

Quoting is often based on precedent.  The thing with precedents is that they generally get surpassed.   This 
means that accurate quotes will be impossible on every property across the board.

So the question is not how you get 100% accuracy in the way property is quoted,  but how you get more accuracy 
around the expectation of the seller. 

The way to solve this is to build more 'glass' around the process.  By glass,  we refer to all things that improve 
transparency on the way a property is quoted. The 'glass' in our opinion must be agency driven. Keatings Real 
Estate have introduced open reserve prices on all auctions that they undertake. This motion is a leading position 
in the market around transparency.    

We do think however that a quoted price is more transparent than no quote price stipulated. Secret Agent also 
wants to remind readers that if an agent is appointed to market a property that they work firmly in the best 
interests of the seller. This is their job.

The results of this study confirm what the public already believes. This is that the majority of properties will be 
underquoted and, more specifically, by a figure close to 10%. The best measures buyers can take when entering 
the market are to: make themselves aware of the buying process, talk to agents and to seek advice wherever 
necessary.

Quoting isn't black and white and is likely to remain controversial for many years to come. Thanks to online 
channels these issues may be easier to clean up, as losing a good reputation is easier than ever, and something 
that no vendor or agent wants to experience.
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10 NOTEWORTHY SALES
THE SALES THAT SHAPED THE YEAR

21 Isabella Grove, Hawthorn 
Undisclosed for a figure between $5 - $6 Million. 

Built in 1888,  21 Isabella Grove is one of Melbourne's 
most elegant homes.  The facade alone makes this 
home one of Melbourne's most attractive period 
homes to be built in the city. 

While still needing improvements,  21 Isabella Grove 
was a noteworthy sale that helped shape 2012.  
Originally expecting in excess of $6.5 million, the sale 
was settled for less than $6 million.

155 Royal Parade, Parkville 
$5,510,000

A rare piece of Crown land was sold in Parkville of 
approx 1802 sqm - the old Parkville police station.

We expect the former police headquarters to be 
converted into a residence and a development to 
appear at the back of the site. 

The property was one of the largest land holdings to 
appear this close to the CBD for some time. 
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397 Toorak Road, South Yarra  
$5,100,000

On 1400sqm,  397 Toorak Road South Yarra offered 
prospective buyers many possibilities. 

This two story period icon sold midway this year. 

33 Canning Street, North Melbourne  
$2,700,000

Boom style Victorian with substantial ceiling heights 
wasn't a Melbourne top sale - however it was a 
landmark sale for the emerging market of North 
Melbourne. 

One of North Melbourne's more substantial homes,  
this sale continued to put North Melbourne on the 
map for fine period homes. 

57 Wilson Street, Princes Hill  
A figure between $3 - $4Million. 
(Undisclosed price)

The strength of the inner city market was once again 
validated by the big sale of 57 Wilson Street. With a 
substantial renovation,  this period home helped set 
the trend. 
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39 Alfred Crescent, Fitzroy North  
$4,200,000

A landmark sale for year 2012.  

The big sales in excess of $4 Million have traditionally 
played out in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne - not 
so much the inner north. However, combine a park 
aspect,  a sizeable home and large land - and you see 
the $4m barrier being broken by the sale of 39 Alfred 
Crescent North Fitzroy. 

2012 was dominated by North Fitzroy in media 
headlines when referring to the robust inner city 
market - this sale helped define it.  

309/1-3 Dods Street, Brunswick  
$1,012,000

Brunswick sits right on the 6km radius of our property 
research.   This was the first time an apartment has 
cracked $1Million in the Brunswick market place. 

The Dods street development has an eclectic mix of 
warehouse conversions.  Some work - others don't.  
This one stood out as a quality warehouse style 
apartment with long reaching views and good natural 
light.  

This sale has paved the way for other conversions to 
surpass the $1 Million mark in the Brunswick market. 

88 - 90 Kay Street, Carlton  
$3 Million

Raw warehouses increased in popularity through 2012 
- if they could be sourced.  88 - 90 Kay Street was a 
property that gave many options and was a big sale for 
the inner city market.
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278 Gore Street, Fitzroy 
Undisclosed for a figure between $3 - 4million. 

2012 was a year in which a high number of past 
church conversions were sold.  278 Gore Street was a 
standout for a property on only 270sqm of land. 

Beautiful symmetry,  great volume of space and an 
edgy location helped make this sale a benchmark for 
future church conversions. 

123 Gipps Street, East Melbourne 
A figure between $3.5 - $4.5million.  
(Undisclosed price)

It wasn't easy for 123 Gipps Street. Only changing 
hands back in 2011, 123 Gipps Street remained on 
the market for some time throughout 2012 before 
concluding a sale. 

It was however the highest recorded sale in East 
Melbourne for the year. 
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WINNERS FOR 2012
BIG EARNERS FOR THE YEAR 

66 Wellington St  
Cremorne

2008 Price: $601,000
2012 Price: $702,000
Price Difference: $101,000

59 Gipps St 
Collingwood

2008 Price: $481,000
2012 Price: $690,000
Price Difference: $209,000

26 Maugie St 
Abbotsford

2009 Price: $1,020,500
2012 Price: $1,200,000
Price Difference: $179,500

43 Chestnut St 
Cremorne

Undisclosed Prices
Price Difference: $231,000

4 Peckville St 
North Melbourne

2009 Price: $473,000 
2012 Price: $572,500
Price Difference: $99,500

395 Punt Rd 
Cremorne

2008 Price: $849,000
2012 Price: $1,275,000
Price Difference: $426,000

80 Cubitt St 
Cremorne

2008 Price: $560,000
2012 Price: $713,000
Price Difference: $153,000

33A Hutchinson St 
Brunswick East

Undisclosed Prices
Price Difference: $349,000

93 St Vincent St 
Albert Park

2011 Price: $605,000
2012 Price: $851,000
Price Difference: $246,000

5 Wright St
Middle Park

Undisclosed Prices
Price Difference: $279,000 

43%

48%

50%

52%

59%

17%

18%

21%

27%

41%
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396 Canning St 
Carlton North

2010 Price: $910,000
2012 Price: $905,000
Price Difference: -$5,000

LOSERS FOR 2012
THE OTHER END OF THE SCALE - THE HIGHEST DEPRECIATIONS

77 St Vincent Street 
Albert Park

2011 Price: $3,600,000
2012 Price: $3,325,000
Price Difference: -$275,000

38 Ballarat Street 
Collingwood

2011 Price: $730,000
2012 Price: $707,000
Price Difference: -$23,000

169 Roseneath Street 
Clifton Hill

2010 Price: $731,500
2012 Price: $665,000
Price Difference: -$66,500

21 John Street 
Clifton Hill

2010 Price: $815,000
2012 Price: $780,000
Price Difference: -$35,000

79 Turner Street 
Abbotsford

Undisclosed Prices
Price Difference: -$102,000

15 Collett Street 
Kensington

2010 Price: $627,000
2012 Price: $589,000
Price Difference: -$38,000

424 Rathdowne Street 
Carlton North

Undisclosed Prices
Price Difference: -$118,000

151 Farrell Street 
Port Melbourne

Undisclosed Prices
Price Difference: -$67,500

185 Nicholson Street
Carlton

2010 Price: $1,017,000
2012 Price: $830,500
Price Difference: -$186,500

-0.55%

-3.15%

-7.64%

-9.09%

-13.56%

-15.36%

-4.29%

-6.06%

-7.4%

-18.43%


